
 English Language Arts Instruction in the West Shore School District 

 

English Language Arts instruction in the West Shore School District is aligned to the PA Core Standards and identified best practices. English Language Arts 
includes the following literacy strands: Reading Foundations (Book Handling, Print Concepts, Phonological Awareness, Phonics and Fluency), Reading 
Informational Text, Reading Literature, Writing, Speaking and Listening. We utilize a variety of strategies and differentiate our instruction to meet the needs of 
all learners. Technology and 21st Century Skills are thoughtfully woven into our lessons and units of instruction. This document is meant to offer an overview 
of important concepts at each grade level and within each discipline. 

Third Grade Best Practices: 
 
 A Balanced literacy approach provides each student with rich experiences in 
reading, writing, listening, speaking, phonics, word study and grammar, with a 
large portion of the language arts block dedicated to guided reading and 
writing.  
1. Read aloud  
2. Guided reading and writing  
3. Shared reading and writing  
4. Independent reading and writing  
5. Word study  

Skills and Concepts: 
In third grade, students select and combine skills to read fluently with 
meaning and purpose. They apply comprehension and vocabulary strategies 
to informational text and a wider variety of literary genres including poetry. 
Students demonstrate comprehension by participating in discussions, writing 
responses, and using key details and evidence from text to support their 
thinking. They explore author point of view and also begin to infer meaning 
from texts. They read for pleasure and choose books based on personal 
preference, topic, or author.  
 
Students are writing longer texts, especially narratives. They embed their 
ideas in time and place and develop characters through detail and dialogue. 
Students organize around a central idea and elaborate using complete 
sentences. Their writing is often divided into sections through paragraphing 
or book parts (e.g., table of contents, chapters) and follows logical 
sequencing. Information gathering as part of the planning process is 
common, and students are becoming more selective about vocabulary, 
especially when writing informational texts. They listen to other's writing, offer 
feedback, and begin to peer editing. (adapted Washington State’s Essential 
Academic Learning Requirements)  
 
Standards: 
PA Core Standards  
 
Assessments: 
WSSD utilizes a variety of assessments to monitor student growth and 
achievement. Our teachers make use of daily formative (informal) 
assessments to make timely decision about whether a student understands 
the material and concepts being presented. We also administer multiple 
summative assessments throughout the year to determine if a student has 
mastered grade level skills and standards. Some of the third grade 
assessments utilized are: 

● District designed writing prompts  
● Diagnostic Reading Assessment (DRA)  
● Reading End of Selection Tests  
● Study Island  

http://static.pdesas.org/content/documents/PA%20Core%20Standards%20ELA%20PreK-5%20March%202014.pdf
http://www.studyisland.com/
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Materials and Resources: 
WSSD utilizes a variety of resources to meet all learners’ needs.  
 

 


